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EVERY ANSWER TO EVERY SIGNIFICANT QUESTION EVER ASKED 

ABOUT THE COMPACT FOR A BALANCED BUDGET 

By Nick Dranias and the CFAEF Council of Scholars 

Hyperlinked to Original Sources and In-Depth Analysis 

 

Q1. What is the Compact for a Balanced Budget? 

 

Q2. Is the Compact for a Balanced Budget a "Left Wing" policy 

effort? 

 

Q3. Is the Compact for a Balanced Budget a "Right Wing" policy 

effort? 

 

Q4. Why not just enforce the Constitution instead of amending it? 

 

Q5. Why do you think a federal Balanced Budget Amendment will 

work? 

 

Q6. What's the Difference between the Compact for America 

approach and other Article V Movements? 

 

Q7. Is the Balanced Budget Compact closest to the goal of a 

ratified state-originated amendment among all efforts? 

  

Q8. Is the Compact for America approach to Article V 

constitutional? 
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Q9. Can the states constitutionally target and limit the Article V 

convention to considering and voting up or down solely a single, 

pre-drafted constitutional amendment? 

 

Q10. Can the Compact constitutionally bind future legislatures to 

its provisions and safeguards? 

 

Q11. How will the Compact's federal Balanced Budget 

Amendment prevent irresponsible and unjust bailouts of Wall 

Street? 

 

Q12. Does the Compact for a Balanced Budget threaten the 

Second Amendment? 

 

Q13. Does the Compact's federal Balanced Budget Amendment 

threaten tax increases or make a VAT more likely? 

 

Q14. Is national security threatened by the Compact's federal 

Balanced Budget Amendment? 

 

Q15. Does the Compact's Balanced Budget Amendment 

fundamentally change the structure of the Constitution by 

giving state legislatures a role in determining national debt 

policy? 

 

Q16. Is the Compact's federal Balanced Budget Amendment too 

long and complicated? 

 

Q17. Is the Compact itself too long and complex? 
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A1. An agreement among the states to advance and ratify a federal 

balanced budget amendment before April 12, 2021 through a 24 

hour Article V convention. For a 30 second briefing on the 

effort, click here. In under two minutes, CEO Chip DeMoss explains 

the essence of the Balanced Budget Compact effort in this 

podcast. Here are six bullet points that capture the essence of the 

Compact. [RETURN] 

 

A2. No. Although we work hard to build trust on the Center-Left 

and to demonstrate that the Compact's BBA is compatible with 

both Center-Right and Center-Left policy principles, most of our 

experts hail from a Center-Right background, numerous Center-

Right think tanks have vetted and furnished educational support 

for our Balanced Budget Compact, and endorsements from 

Center-Right intellectuals are numerous, with Grover Norquist of 

Americans for Tax Reform and Ted Abram of FreedomWorks being 

our most recent endorsers. The Center-Right pedigree supporting 

a federal Balanced Budget Amendment by Article V convention 

goes back to Ronald Reagan and Milton Friedman, if not further. 

Board Chairman and former Arizona Senator Tom Patterson 

explains how the Compact advances that legacy here. [RETURN] 

 

A3. No. We reject the notion that only "Right Wingers" want a 

federal Balanced Budget Amendment. Principled people on the 

Center-Left recognize the danger of the current system that 

essentially puts an unlimited credit card in the hands of elected 

officials. They are as outraged as the Center-Right by the idea of 

mortgaging our kids' future with the cost of current fiscal 

policy. Click here to see that there are dozens of past and 

current leaders who hail from the Democratic party who have 

supported the policy concept of a federal Balanced Budget 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_0468889115a94eeda2b0a9104f8989e6.pdf
http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_0468889115a94eeda2b0a9104f8989e6.pdf
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!30-Second-Briefing/c213a/5604934c0cf2375d99dbd7ed
https://youtu.be/79h1bBdgUi8
https://youtu.be/79h1bBdgUi8
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Six-Bullets-that-Could-Fix-the-Debt/c213a/565487800cf20a760c4b5bf2
http://www.compactforamerica.org/meet-team
http://www.compactforamerica.org/meet-team
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Which-Brain-Trusts-Support-the-Compact-for-America-Initiative/c213a/0E33893E-97A0-4329-81B0-A49E68528326
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Which-Brain-Trusts-Support-the-Compact-for-America-Initiative/c213a/0E33893E-97A0-4329-81B0-A49E68528326
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Which-Brain-Trusts-Support-the-Compact-for-America-Initiative/c213a/0E33893E-97A0-4329-81B0-A49E68528326
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Who-on-the-Right-Likes-the-Compact/c213a/5604ad880cf25fa7fe16ac01
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Who-on-the-Right-Likes-the-Compact/c213a/5604ad880cf25fa7fe16ac01
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Americans-for-Tax-Reform-Endorse-the-Compact/c213a/55c21afb0cf2e37b76c212b8
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Americans-for-Tax-Reform-Endorse-the-Compact/c213a/55c21afb0cf2e37b76c212b8
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!FreedomWorks-Ted-Abram-Endorses-the-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget/c213a/55e334b80cf269cc03e60583
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!FreedomWorks-Ted-Abram-Endorses-the-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget/c213a/55e334b80cf269cc03e60583
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!An-Easy-Choice-for-Constitutionalists-Burger-vs-Reagan-Friedman-Scalia-on-Article-V/c213a/D804C9B6-FF81-4C20-BD54-1826A5B32727
https://youtu.be/FKEd_H7Si80
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Democrats-Support-Balanced-Budget-Amendments-Too/c213a/560499130cf2a7bb74b6fc4e
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Democrats-Support-Balanced-Budget-Amendments-Too/c213a/560499130cf2a7bb74b6fc4e
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Democrats-Support-Balanced-Budget-Amendments-Too/c213a/560499130cf2a7bb74b6fc4e
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Amendment. Although President Obama has presided over 

a doubling of the national debt (in which Congress is complicit 

under Republican control), click here to see that even he 

recognized the danger of raising the debt limit when he served as 

a U.S. Senator. The gold standard of Center-Left support for a 

federal Balanced Budget Amendment consists of the strong 

advocacy of such a policy by former U.S. Senators Paul Simon and 

Paul Tsongas; read a few impactful quotes here. Our Council of 

Scholars member and economist Dr. Sven Larson has 

repeatedly emphasized the need for bipartisan support for the 

Compact for America initiative here, here, here, and here. 

Legislative sponsors and supporters of the Balanced Budget 

Compact have included members of the Democratic Party. 

Independent Arkansas Legislator Nate Bell explains the cross-

partisan appeal of the Balanced Budget Compact here. [RETURN] 

 

A4. As explained in this piece, the Constitution currently has three 

fundamental structural flaws that doom every textual limitation on 

the power of the federal government over time. Only an 

Amendment can fix these flaws. The electoral process cannot 

because the current constitutional "rules of the game" structurally 

favor the electoral prospects of those who would expand federal 

power and debt without limit. Council of Scholars member Dean 

Clancy discusses the policy and political importance of a debt 

control amendment here. Board Member and Foundation for 

Economic Education President Larry Reed draws the parallels 

between our current constitutional and cultural order and that 

preceding the collapse of ancient Rome here. [RETURN] 

 

A5. The Compact's embedded Balanced Budget 

Amendment, which you can read here, cannot be evaded using 

http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Democrats-Support-Balanced-Budget-Amendments-Too/c213a/560499130cf2a7bb74b6fc4e
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Senator-Obama-Was-Right/c213a/9BB17469-08CA-44F3-90F0-2B844C7DA8C6
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Senator-Obama-Was-Right/c213a/9BB17469-08CA-44F3-90F0-2B844C7DA8C6
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Senator-Obama-Was-Right/c213a/9BB17469-08CA-44F3-90F0-2B844C7DA8C6
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!What-Would-Simon-and-Tsongas-Do/c213a/5604b8e10cf25fa7fe16b619
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Case-for-Bipartisan-Fiscal-Reform/c213a/560405c50cf2375d99db20f5
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Debt-Doctor-Debt-is-a-Bipartisan-Problem-Requiring-a-Bipartisan-Solution/c213a/5604048c0cf25fa7fe15d986
https://youtu.be/xv8Ymro5V4s
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Why-Even-Keynesians-Should-Support-the-Compact-Excerpts-from-Dr-Sven-Larsons-Testimony-in-Support-of-the-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget/c213a/CA581054-00FA-4EAC-AF44-F7BC35EC78DD
https://youtu.be/AP-zF5FBS1A
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Exploding-Propaganda-Series-Part-1-of-7-The-Problem-with-Enforcing-the-Constitution-As-It-Is/c213a/55e3511b0cf269cc03e61f1d
https://youtu.be/oFZATUuhmKA
https://youtu.be/7lL9PwgSoKQ
http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_0468889115a94eeda2b0a9104f8989e6.pdf
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any of the methods used to evade debt limits and balanced budget 

amendments in the states. Its core is a "pay-as-you-go" spending 

limit coupled to a line of credit in a specific amount. Spending is 

limited to tax cash flow or unencumbered cash flow (such as 

proceeds from mineral rights sales) plus whatever borrowing 

capacity is left in the line of credit. Unauthorized borrowing is 

deemed "void," which will deter bond markets from purchasing 

illegal debt (if any should be issued). Flexibility is provided by 

an initial borrowing cushion of 5% above the outstanding debt on 

ratification, a referendum process whereby a simple majority of 

state legislatures must approve additional borrowing capacity in 

60 days, and an impoundment process whereby spending must be 

curtailed and reprioritized when 98% of available borrowing 

capacity is utilized. Read this blog and this blog for an explanation 

of each section of the BBA, this blog as to why the BBA is uniquely 

powerful, this blog as to why requiring state approval for any debt 

limit increase is critically important, this blog and this blog 

explain how state level debt limits have produced good results 

despite imperfections. As explained by Western Connecticut State 

University History Department Chair Dr. Kevin Gutzman here and 

Cato Institute constitutional scholar Ilya Shapiro here, a well-

crafted constitutional amendment, such as the Compact's BBA, will 

have a powerful impact despite Washington's less-than-perfect 

fidelity to the Constitution's existing text. Former North Dakota 

State Senator Curtis Olafson and Vice President of State Alliances 

explains the importance of external discipline being imposed by 

the states on national debt policy here. As explained by Council of 

Scholars member and economist Dr. Byron 

Schlomach here and here, the Compact's BBA is essential to saving 

our country and preventing it from becoming a fiscal basket case 

like Greece. Arizona State University economist and Council of 

http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Backbone-of-the-Compacts-BBAPart-1-of-7/c213a/55c146740cf265ef515e934e
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Backbone-of-the-Compacts-BBAPart-1-of-7/c213a/55c146740cf265ef515e934e
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Compacts-Powerful-Debt-LimitPart-2-of-7/c213a/55c56f840cf22830f5f7b3e7
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Compacts-Powerful-Debt-LimitPart-2-of-7/c213a/55c56f840cf22830f5f7b3e7
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!State-Intervention-Part-3-of-7-in-the-Compact-BBA-Series/c213a/563fcfb20cf2f51f3231587b
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Impoundment-Part-4-of-7-in-the-Compact-BBA-Series/c213a/563fd11e0cf2f51f323159ce
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Want-to-Make-a-Difference/c213a/5604b7bc0cf25fa7fe16b536
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Compact-Solution-to-the-Federal-Debt-Rubiks-Cube/c213a/F8C4D5C0-D1F6-4BF0-8F38-4BFDFEEBAAEB
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Compact-Solution-to-the-Federal-Debt-Rubiks-Cube/c213a/F8C4D5C0-D1F6-4BF0-8F38-4BFDFEEBAAEB
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Why-the-Compacts-Balanced-Budget-Amendment-is-Best/c213a/521A0E12-784C-4CC8-8622-D4906E14EEA5
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Why-the-Compacts-Balanced-Budget-Amendment-is-Best/c213a/521A0E12-784C-4CC8-8622-D4906E14EEA5
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Exploding-Propaganda-Series-Part-4-of-7-Section-3s-External-Discipline-Requirement/c213a/55e354350cf29a3653bc2d00
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Exploding-Propaganda-Series-Part-4-of-7-Section-3s-External-Discipline-Requirement/c213a/55e354350cf29a3653bc2d00
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Mercatus-Study-Supports-Conclusion-that-Constitutional-Debt-Limits-Matter/c213a/563fdb180cf21009be7d7400
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Less-Debt-Means-Less-Borrowing-Cost/c213a/5604afc20cf2375d99dbf0fd
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Less-Debt-Means-Less-Borrowing-Cost/c213a/5604afc20cf2375d99dbf0fd
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Less-Debt-Means-Less-Borrowing-Cost/c213a/5604afc20cf2375d99dbf0fd
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!C4A-Live-Episode-2-Dr-Kevin-Gutzman/c213a/55bfa70b0cf22a872586292e
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!C4A-Live-Episode-5-Ilya-Shapiro-on-Why-State-Action-is-Warranted/c213a/55cbb1430cf2244af60a2b20
https://youtu.be/7yCuH3WTw64
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!C4A-Live-Episode-9-Byron-Schlomach-Gives-Millennials-a-Taste-of-Greece/c2
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Financial-Collapse-or-Prosperity-The-Choice-is-Yours-Excerpts-from-Dr-Byron-Schlomachs-Testimony-in-Support-of-the-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget/c213a/FB79BBD5-C0F0-467A-9B3C-FCC7210CF8BD
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Scholars member Steve Slivinski further explains the economic 

benefits of the Compact's BBA here. [RETURN] 

 

A6. The essential difference is that we have taken reasonable 

criticism of the Article V convention process seriously and have 

reduced any risk of a "runaway convention" to total implausibility. 

To address Patrick Henry's objection that the Article V convention 

mode of amendments is a fraud because no state could jump its 

many hurdles, the Compact for America approach consolidates 

into just two overarching pieces of legislation the entire 

amendment process--one compact bill passed by 38 

states and one congressional resolution passed by simple 

majorities (and no Presidential presentment). Watch this short 

video for a depiction of the speed difference between Compact for 

America's Article V 2.0 approach and legacy approaches to Article 

V. Additionally, to address the many criticisms of the uncertainties 

and unknowns involved in the Article V convention 

process leveled by Eagle Forum, John Birch Society, and others, we 

have designed the Compact to specify the desired amendment, 

to specify all of the procedures and logistics of the amendment 

process (including delegate appointments, delegate instructions 

and convention rules), and to furnish multiple "kill-switches" to 

prevent any runaway convention. You can read a more detailed 

assessment of the differences between the Compact for America 

approach and legacy Article V efforts here and here. [RETURN] 

 

A7. Yes. By far. As depicted in this piece, the Compact for a 

Balanced Budget is nearly twice as close to delivering a ratified 

state-originated constitutional amendment as any other effort that 

is seeking to organize an Article V convention. [RETURN] 

 

https://youtu.be/jJZs2Ag_IXw
http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_fba42b6664504c488cebb2513632a510.docx?dn=Compact%20for%20a%20Balanced%20Budget%20-%20leg%20counsel%20drafting%20version.docx
http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_fba42b6664504c488cebb2513632a510.docx?dn=Compact%20for%20a%20Balanced%20Budget%20-%20leg%20counsel%20drafting%20version.docx
http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_82afd4a8f2324aa68f188268af6da4c8.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsHNT5dfLUA&index=26&list=PL_NE1g4QyKfNrSbJ8tYWTtdAf4AjeJPJr
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsHNT5dfLUA&index=26&list=PL_NE1g4QyKfNrSbJ8tYWTtdAf4AjeJPJr
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Eagle-Forum-concerns-instrumental-in-the-development-of-the-Compact-for-America-Initiative-by-CFA-CEO-Chip-DeMoss/c213a/FBC3790C-9061-4814-9202-793C0B215179
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Got-the-Runaway-Convention-Blues/c213a/B05329FF-BC13-42FF-A351-213C4766EC8D
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Got-the-Runaway-Convention-Blues/c213a/B05329FF-BC13-42FF-A351-213C4766EC8D
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Got-the-Runaway-Convention-Blues/c213a/B05329FF-BC13-42FF-A351-213C4766EC8D
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Got-the-Runaway-Convention-Blues/c213a/B05329FF-BC13-42FF-A351-213C4766EC8D
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Whats-the-Difference-among-the-Major-Fiver-Movements/c213a/5604aa2a0cf2f0ed7a20d872
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Whos-Winning-the-Reform-Race/c213a/563961640cf23796cd8bc0df
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Whos-Winning-the-Reform-Race/c213a/563961640cf23796cd8bc0df
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A8. Yes. Our team of constitutional scholars has carefully 

identified, assessed and analyzed every major legal issue that 

might be raised in opposition to the constitutionality of the 

Compact and have concluded that it is fully constitutional. You can 

read our Expert FAQ here. You can read our thorough rebuttal of 

Natelson’s meritless attacks here. 

 

For some of Western Connecticut State University History 

Department Chair Dr. Kevin Gutzman's thoughts on the 

constitutionality of the Compact for America approach, 

click here and here. For our President & Executive Director Nick 

Dranias' constitutional assessment of the Compact for America 

approach, read this piece and this piece. For Dr. Gutzman and 

Dranias' testimony before the Assembly of State Legislatures 

regarding the constitutionality of the Compact for America 

approach, click here. For a short video featuring Chapman Law 

Professor John Eastman talking about the constitutionality of the 

Compact for America approach, click here. Although the compact 

approach is innovative, it actually minimizes litigation risks. 

[RETURN] 

 

A9. Yes. As discussed here, here and here, the latest constitutional 

research demonstrates clearly and unequivocally that the 

Founders did not ordinarily want the Article V convention process 

to be a wide-ranging deliberative assembly. Instead, as 

discussed here, here, here, here, and depicted textually here, the 

Founders expected and preferred the "application" of state 

legislatures to specify the agenda of the Article V convention, 

including the desired amendment(s). In essence, an Article V 

convention was regarded as an instrumentality of the states as 

directed by their Article V application. This interpretation is likely 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_131dacf5f92346e7b00adb4ff867219b.pdf
http://www.compactforamerica.org/single-post/2016/08/22/A-Final-Vindication-of-the-Principle-of-State-Sovereignty-in-Article-V
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Compact-for-America-is-Needed-to-Address-Washingtons-Misbehavior-Excerpts-from-Dr-Kevin-Gutzmans-Testimony-in-Support-of-the-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget/c213a/9C605024-82B9-409E-83E7-7016C3A28BB8
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Why-Compact-for-America-Fulfills-the-Founders-Promise-by-Kevin-RC-Gutzman-PhD-JD/c213a/FDC747C8-8FD8-4492-B3B4-B7C3C24F6197
http://blog.constitutioncenter.org/2013/12/fulfilling-the-promise-of-article-v-with-an-interstate-compact/
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Superwonk-Alert-Why-the-Founders-Stand-Behind-Every-Single-Bit-of-the-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget/c213a/5604964b0cf2375d99dbdafb
http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_ea3d26f51b0644578089f52b6db7e50b.pdf
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!C4A-Live-Episode-4-John-Eastman-on-the-Constitutional-Merits/c213a/55cb98c70cf2244af60a1215
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget-Minimizes-Litigation-Risks-Excerpts-from-Cato-Institute-Scholar-Ilya-Shapiros-Legislative-Testimony/c213a/67D700F7-886F-43EA-A12C-572C248A2594
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!FAQ-Series-Question-3-Doesnt-an-Article-V-Convention-Have-the-Job-of-Drafting-the-Amendment/c213a/785EB286-F689-4945-85EC-4592C72C399B
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Does-Article-V-Really-Mandate-a-Free-Range-Convention/c213a/32B6EF41-0432-4ED0-B268-640E8C24E606
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!What-if-the-Founders-Did-Not-Want-an-Article-V-Convention-with-a-Broad-Agenda/c213a/D05AA126-E44A-43C8-94FD-63027156A217
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Whats-in-a-Word-Application-as-the-Pivot-Point-for-State-Control-in-Article-V-by-CFA-CEO-Chip-DeMoss-and-Nick-Dranias/c213a/877EF107-5BB6-443A-BB03-224D4E753797
http://media.wix.com/ugd/e48202_ea3d26f51b0644578089f52b6db7e50b.pdf
http://blog.constitutioncenter.org/2014/02/did-george-washington-tell-a-lie-about-state-control-over-article-v-amendments/
http://blog.constitutioncenter.org/2014/11/so-what-are-the-d-c-insiders-really-afraid-of/
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Part-8-of-8/c213a/54cce4db0cf26e5660860840
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Article-V-Convention-An-Instrumentality-Directed-by-the-Application/c213a/54f9e1d30cf24585977324e0
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Article-V-Convention-An-Instrumentality-Directed-by-the-Application/c213a/54f9e1d30cf24585977324e0
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Article-V-Convention-An-Instrumentality-Directed-by-the-Application/c213a/54f9e1d30cf24585977324e0
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shared by Justice Antonin Scalia, as evidenced by this transcript of 

his statements while a law professor. Before the 1960s, many 

legislators shared this interpretation of Article V, as evidenced by 

this application by the State of Indiana. But you don't have to take 

their or our word for it. For the Founders' own words, read Exhibit 

A, Exhibit B, Exhibit C, Exhibit D, Exhibit E, Exhibit F, and Exhibit G. 

[RETURN] 

 

A10. Yes. As discussed here, it is a normal feature of an interstate 

agreement to bind future legislatures. [RETURN] 

 

A11. As explained in this piece, bailouts will be deterred by the 

Compact's amendment by virtue of the fact that debt needed to 

finance those bailouts will become more scarce. [RETURN] 

 

A12. No. As explained by Second Amendment advocate and radio 

personality Charles Heller here, the Compact will enhance respect 

for all of our constitutional rights, including those protected by the 

Second Amendment. [RETURN] 

 

A13. No. As explained in this piece, by including both a debt limit 

and a tax limit, the Compact's amendment makes tax increases 

less likely both now and for future generations. At the same time, 

if the choice really does come down to taxing ourselves for our 

own spending decisions or future generations, the amendment is 

flexible enough to allow for revenue increases in order to protect 

our kids from being taxed without representation, which is the 

inevitable result of excessive borrowing. [RETURN] 

 

A14. No. As explained in this piece, this piece, and in this video 

interview of national security expert and Council of Scholars 

http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Scalia-Supports-a-Limited-Article-V-Convention/c213a/54fee09f0cf27b8ab25a036b
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Scalia-Supports-a-Limited-Article-V-Convention/c213a/54fee09f0cf27b8ab25a036b
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Blast-from-the-Past-Proof-of-the-Lost-Understanding-that-an-Article-V-Application-Could-LaserFocus-the-Convention/c213a/9CBF0A0E-DB8E-473F-BBD7-299A45B12028
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Blast-from-the-Past-Proof-of-the-Lost-Understanding-that-an-Article-V-Application-Could-LaserFocus-the-Convention/c213a/9CBF0A0E-DB8E-473F-BBD7-299A45B12028
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Post-1-in-a-Series-of-8-Postings/c213a/51C518A3-C49D-46DE-BA45-AC6611F5DE32
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Post-1-in-a-Series-of-8-Postings/c213a/51C518A3-C49D-46DE-BA45-AC6611F5DE32
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Part-2-of-8/c213a/802A423D-6242-4A38-A6FA-31AA5C28FA39
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Part-3-of-8/c213a/FB8345C7-3AD8-4265-B58C-8DB1EFFBD1D5
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Part-4-of-8/c213a/B43D8ABE-F9B7-49E4-86CE-7A322D1B97CF
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Part-5-of-8/c213a/5CBC2B7E-A777-441C-93E2-16E592C27B8B
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Part-6-of-8/c213a/AB468955-F7D0-4A5F-B0B8-48449ABE779B
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Founders-Wanted-a-LaserTargeted-Article-V-Convention-Part-7-of-8/c213a/54c0827f0cf2ad5dc6c2a147
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Entrenching-is-What-Compacts-Do/c213a/560494540cf2a7bb74b6f7df
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Fix-the-Debt-Stop-the-Bailouts/c213a/28C002BE-022A-4CAF-875F-C3E25BC9457A
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget-Will-Help-Protect-the-Second-Amendment/c213a/54fede870cf2458597948a2c
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!The-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget-Will-Help-Protect-the-Second-Amendment/c213a/54fede870cf2458597948a2c
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Tax-Limit-Part-5-of-the-7-Part-Compact-BBA-Series/c213a/563fd2300cf2708e001119c2
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Genuine-National-Security-Requires-the-Compact-for-a-Balanced-Budget/c213a/2BFAE350-5316-4CAF-8996-4943F5D9789A
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!FAQ-Series-Question-2-Should-Congress-Have-the-Unilateral-Power-to-Suspend-the-Balanced-Budget-Amendment-in-Times-of-Declared-War-or-Other-Emergency/c213a/2B9882D1-25F8-4A6F-9719-D5FB546951D3
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!C4A-Live-Episode-12-Baker-Spring-on-Debt-National-Security/c213a/55cbb7d90cf25051ca256dab
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!C4A-Live-Episode-12-Baker-Spring-on-Debt-National-Security/c213a/55cbb7d90cf25051ca256dab
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member Baker Spring, national security is enhanced by limiting 

federal borrowing capacity because having less debt in the hands 

of potential adversaries and promoting a more sustainable fiscal 

policy will keep our country stronger. There is no need for a 

declared war exception to the Compact's amendment because the 

amendment already furnishes tremendous flexibility to handle 

wars and emergencies (discussed in A2) without the same 

potential for abuse as would characterize any exception that 

Washington, DC unilaterally controlled. [RETURN] 

 

A15. No. As explained in this piece, this piece, and this piece, by 

requiring state legislatures to approve any increase in the federal 

government's constitutional debt limit, the Compact's Amendment 

would restore the federalist structure of our Constitution. The 

Founders meant for the states to have a direct role in national 

policy making. The original design had the states in control of the 

U.S. Senate; and both the Electoral College and the Article V 

amendment-by-convention process further evidence the fact that 

states were meant to have a national role. The Compact's 

amendment restores a portion of the national policy making 

power the states held before the 17th Amendment was ratified. 

[RETURN] 

 

A16. No. As shown here, it is comparable to or shorter and simpler 

than congressional BBA proposals. [RETURN] 

 

A17. No. Most compacts joined by the states are longer and more 

complex. And yet, the average state is a party to 20 or more 

compacts. We encourage you to poke around the National Center 

for Interstate Compacts database to satisfy yourself that this is 

true. [RETURN] 

http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!FAQ-Series-Question-1-Does-the-Compacts-Balanced-Budget-Amendment-Fundamentally-Change-the-Constitution/c213a/A4DAE583-764E-470C-A63C-2B92DC67E8DF
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!A-Compact-for-America-to-Rein-In-Government-by-Ilya-Shapiro-JD-originally-published-by-the-Cato-Institute/c213a/CC753096-50B9-4103-9023-8C202FC3DD6B
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!How-America’s-Compact-Restores-a-Proper-Balance-of-Power-Between-Our-State-Federal-Governments/c213a/552fd1af0cf266495e282d85
http://www.compactforamerica.org/#!Elegant-and-Concise-The-Compacts-Balanced-Budget-Amendment/c213a/25FC0594-B780-40D3-AA61-30AEEE8738E4
http://apps.csg.org/ncic/
http://apps.csg.org/ncic/
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